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Part III. This is composed in a more traditional style,
two opposing themes with two contrasting forms -

Part I. After a short cadenza, the Solo Trumpet

staccato and legato are introduced and developed.

L-Fanfare is written for a Solo Trumpet Quartet

A full time composer since 1981Roland has composed

announces the first theme which is being developed
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and stands for Luxembourg Fanfare and has been

around 40 compositions to date and has a full diary

throughout the first movement rhythmically and
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commissioned by Mr Conter Guy.
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the instrument. A coda brings the concerto to a very
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emerges first in the orchestra and is taken up by

repeat of the first motive leading to a very small coda.

as the Test Piece for the European Brass Band
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Marco Pütz was born in Esch/Alzette (Luxembourg)

In its essence it represents the military attributes of

Championships held in Luxembourg.

throughout the movement respecting a perfectly

in

the Trumpet and combines the two outer sections

balanced dialogue between solo voice and

music, harmony, counterpoint and conducting
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accompaniment.

at the Luxembourg Conservatory and the Royal

Roland

born in Differdange,

Part II - Recollection. This serene slow movement

Luxembourg in 1957 and started his musical studies

is written in a meditating style. It is entirely based

Since 1987 he has been composed more than 50

at the Conservatoire d’Esch-sur-Alzette and followed

on J.S.Bach chorale Oh Haupt voll Blut und

works for wind instruments and for Symphonic

on with postgraduate studies at the Conservatoire

Wunden . The theme and harmonics are all extracted

Wind Band, as well as a Musical for children, a

de Metz, the Ecole Normale de Musique de Paris and

from the first part of the chorale; however the Solo

string quartet and many compositions for chamber

finally graduated with Honours at the Conservatoire

Trumpet, with cup mute, executes exclusively

orchestra.

National Supérieur de Musique de Paris.

the original chorale part. The underlying orchestra

1958

and
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chamber

Conservatories of Brussels and Liège.
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